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Multiple forces are at
a work in todday’s flowm
meter market.. Applicationns are becom
ming more
demandinng with com
mplex and muultifaceted reequirements, such as a certain
c
line siize, a particuular
lining, a specific com
mmunicationn protocol, seeveral approvvals and speecific accuraccy levels, am
mong
others.
A lot of advances
a
hav
ve been madde in commuunication prootocols in thee past 10 yeaars. Foundattion
Fieldbus and Profibu
us DP/PA have been view
wed as the primary comm
munication protocols
p
of the
future annd the next sttep beyond HART.
H
Now
w, suppliers offer
o
a varietty of protocools for differrent
networkiing situations. These incllude Modbuus, Devicenett, EtherCAT
T and others. Analog outpputs
are still available
a
on some flowm
meters, includding 4-20 mA
A, 0-5 volt and
a 0-10 vollt. Flowmeteer
supplierss need to deteermine whicch applicatioons they are selling
s
into and
a what com
mmunicationn
protocolss are required for these applications.
a
In the oill and gas ind
dustry, hydraaulic fracturiing has madee it possible to retrieve oil
o from wellls
that weree thought to be
b no longerr viable. Thiis technologyy has enabled the U.S. too dramatically
increase its oil produ
uction. Subseea drilling haas become more
m
challengging as oil iss discoveredd in
more rem
mote and deeeper parts off the ocean. Although
A
proogress has beeen made onn multiphasee
meteringg, its full prom
mise has yett to be realizzed. The sam
me holds true for watercuut meters.
Hydrauliic fracturing is starting too be used in countries ouutside the U..S. as well.
Gas flow
w measuremeent has its ow
wn set of reqquirements. Gas
G flow is typically
t
meeasured as mass
flow rathher than as vo
olumetric floow. Mass floow can be measured
m
direectly with a Coriolis
C
or

thermal flowmeter or indirectly with a multivariable flowmeter that measures fluid volume,
pressure and temperature and calculates the mass flow using those variables. Of these choices,
Coriolis provides the most accurate measurement. However, multivariable vortex and differential
pressure (DP) flowmeters are a fast-growing niche within the flowmeter market.
Low flow applications require special attention. Vortex flowmeters have a challenge here
because the fluid being measured must be moving fast enough to generate vortices. Low flow
rates are likely to be encountered in the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, among others.
Some flowmeters like Coriolis and positive displacement handle low flow rates extremely well,
and companies design flowmeters specifically for low flow applications.
Custody transfer requires accurate, reliable and, in some cases, redundant flow measurement.
Ultrasonic, turbine and differential pressure flowmeters compete for custody transfer of natural
gas applications. Honeywell/Elster and SICK have produced competitive ultrasonic flowmeters
for these applications. Top suppliers of petroleum liquids for downstream custody transfer
applications include Micro Motion, Schlumberger/Cameron, Emerson Daniel, and KROHNE. In
some cases, end users run two meters in sequence to provide redundancy and to gain additional
accuracy and reliability.
Escalating requirements
Above is a short list of applications that are of concern to flowmeter manufacturers and end users
alike, but there are many more. These include linings for magnetic flowmeters, hazardous and
sanitary approvals, materials of construction, redundancy, reliability, warranties and quality of
service, line sizes and many other features that distinguish one flowmeter from another. What is
common to this list is that application requirements are becoming more numerous and, in some
cases, more difficult to achieve. Companies may need a certain line size, a particular lining, a
specific communication protocol, several approvals and a particular accuracy, along with other
requirements. While some of these conditions may be optional or “flexible,” this is not always
the case, and they may all be mandatory. These growing requirements are placing additional
demands on suppliers to meet customer needs in a range of applications.
Meeting market needs
One impact on suppliers is that larger companies can produce flowmeters that satisfy multiple
needs, while smaller companies may not be able to afford to allocate their resources to gaining
certain requirements, such as hazardous or sanitary approvals. Reaching certain accuracy levels
can also take significant investments of time, material and testing. Companies that want to
market their products worldwide may have to gain regional approvals to do so. Selling into some
countries such as China has its own set of difficulties. Normally, this requires partnering with
another company to form a joint venture.
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Smaller companies that want to achieve worldwide distribution may need to partner with a larger
company that already has worldwide distribution channels established. It can be difficult for a
small or unknown company to penetrate the market in another geographic region. Some of the
barriers to doing this include obtaining required approvals, delivery time, providing sales
literature in another language, and name recognition. If smaller companies can develop a unique
product that meets the needs of a flowmeter niche, they have a better chance of selling outside
their own regions.
For example, VorTek has developed the VorCone Flowmeter, which combines the principles of
a differential pressure cone meter with that of a vortex meter. The two technologies coexist in a
hybrid meter where the two meters complement each other's performance. One advantage is that
the VorCone can calculate the density of changing gas mixtures. The hybrid system can also
calculate the fluid density, volumetric flow rate and mass flow rate without requiring the input of
density from an outside source. This gives the VorCone some advantages both in measuring
saturated steam and in wet natural gas service.
Escalating application requirements favor the larger suppliers, because they are able to make the
investments required to offer the feature-rich products the markets are asking for. For example,
Emerson Automation Solutions, Endress+Hauser, Yokogawa, KROHNE, ABB, and Siemens
spend millions of dollars on research and development. This results in products with enhanced
features. They can compete all over the world because they invest their resources into getting the
necessary approvals. They can also compete in multiple industries that require hazardous,
sanitary and other approvals. These companies also invest in developing sales channels in
multiple regions worldwide.
This does not mean that smaller companies cannot compete, but it may mean that they need to be
more strategic. Some central European companies have used their geographic location to develop
strong distribution channels into the Middle East and Russia. Companies in Russia have an
obvious advantage in selling into Russia, which can be difficult for outside companies. Even
though the magnetic flowmeter market is dominated by six major suppliers, there are many
smaller companies in Europe that specialize in selling into the European market. Some specialize
in applications such as batching and blending or selling into industries such as food or water and
wastewater. Smaller companies can also compete on service and delivery. In some cases, simply
visiting a prospective customer site and establishing a relationship with the people there can be
the key to getting orders.
Some smaller companies driven to acquisitions
Despite all the ways in which smaller companies can compete, some may find it to their
advantage to partner with another company or to be acquired. The recent acquisition of Onicon
and Sierra Instruments is such an example. Even before being acquired by TASI, Onicon had put
together a group of smaller flowmeter companies. These include Fox Thermal, Greyline, Air
Monitor, and Seametrics. Prior to these acquisitions, Onicon already offered turbine and
magnetic flowmeters. Adding Sierra to the mix puts TASI in the mass flow controller, thermal

and vortex flowmeter markets. TASI also offers Tricor Coriolis flowmeters, which are
manufactured by Kem Kueppers of Karlsfeld, Germany, a TASI company. This acquisition
makes them a player in some significant new markets.
Schlumberger has chosen a slightly different course by partnering with Rockwell Automation to
form Sensia. Sensia offers measurement solutions to the oil and gas markets, although it is likely
they will reach into other industries as well. While Schlumberger had previously acquired
Cameron, partnering with Rockwell is a different business model that offers significant
advantages for both companies. This partnership was originally announced in February 2019, but
it closed on October 2, 2019.
Another company to look at is General Electric (GE). In 2002, GE acquired Panametrics, a
leading ultrasonic flowmeter supplier. Through research and development, new product
introductions and a worldwide distribution network, GE has been able to maintain its leadership
in the ultrasonic market with its ultrasonic product line, which it is now marketing under the
original Panametrics brand name.
GE also acquired Dresser, a leading supplier of positive displacement flowmeters for gas
applications, in 2011. Dresser also makes valves, actuators, switches, regulators, piping products
and other products centered on gas handling and delivery. However, in July 2017, GE merged
with Baker Hughes to form Baker Hughes, a GE company. Then in 2018, Baker Hughes sold its
natural gas solutions business to a private equity firm. The core of this business was the 2011
acquisition of Dresser.
Acquisitions likely to continue
The dynamics of the market today make future acquisitions more likely. Companies such as
Berwind, Danaher, and others are in a position to continue to add to their portfolios. And, many
times, acquisitions are a win-win scenario for both companies. The smaller company gets an
infusion of cash and may be in a better position to further develop its products. The larger
company broadens its product line and acquires new distribution channels. It also helps that the
U.S. economy is strong, giving certain companies additional leverage. This acquisitions scenario
is likely to continue to play out over the next several years.
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